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Abstract

We propose a novel representation of
document-level events as question and answer
pairs (QAEVENT). Under this paradigm: (1)
questions themselves can define argument
roles without the need for predefined schemas,
which will cover a comprehensive list of event
arguments from the document; (2) it allows
for more scalable and faster annotations from
crowdworkers without linguistic expertise.
Based on our new paradigm, we collect
a novel and wide-coverage dataset. Our
examinations show that annotations with
the QA representations produce high-quality
data for document-level event extraction,
both in terms of human agreement level
and high coverage of roles compared to the
pre-defined schema. We present and compare
representative approaches for generating event
question-answer pairs on our benchmark 1.

1 Introduction

Event extraction (EE) is a challenging yet impor-
tant task in information extraction research (Sund-
heim, 1992). The task aims at extracting event
information from unstructured texts into a struc-
tured form, which mostly describes attributes such
as “who”, “when”, “where”, and “what” of real-
world events that happened (Li et al., 2022). The
task involves extracting the trigger (predicate) for
an event and identifying its arguments for a cer-
tain role from a sentence (Doddington et al., 2004;
Du and Cardie, 2020), or a document containing
multiple sentences (Li et al., 2013; Nguyen et al.,
2016; Du and Ji, 2022; Du et al., 2022a; Wang et al.,
2023).

However, highly skilled and trained annotators
with linguistic expertise are required for labeling
the event structures in the document (Li et al.,
2021), especially for domain-specific documents.

1Our dataset and code are available at https://
github.com/Milind21/qag_ee

We begin with a history of the 
Dash family of Sussex, England:  
... Mr. Dash has three kids 
including Barry
... [over 10 sentences]
the head of the family, old Mr. 
Dash dies ... during an accident 
on  July 5
... [over 10 sentences]
According to the plan, his estate 
were distributed among his 
surviving relatives: his nephew, 
Henry, and his children.  
... [over 10 sentences]
Barry found that estate inherited 
from his father, includes the 
money earned during given by 
his uncle.

Argument Roles
Mr. DashIndividuals

Place England

Time July 5

Our Paradigm (QA pairs):

Who distributed the estate? – 
Mr. Dash
Which country did the distribution 
happen?  England
Which city did the distribution happen? 
Sussex, England
What date did the distribution happen? 
July 5
Who benefitted from the distribution? 
Henry,  Barry 

Figure 1: Extracting event structures from long documents
according to the close schema (upper) vs. our paradigm of
generating QA pairs (bottom). The event is triggered by dis-
tributed in this example.

Plus, for each new domain, schema-induction and
curation require even more effort (Du et al., 2022b).
It involves determining a fixed and limited set of
argument roles for each event type, which takes
a significant amount of effort. Usually, the defi-
nition of argument roles is ambiguous and causes
challenges in the annotations and relatively low
agreements (Linguistic Data Consortium, 2005).

Motivated by all these, we propose a new method
based on annotating more complete representations
of the event structures, where arguments of an event
trigger might spread across the entire document.
More specifically, we propose question-answer pair
representation for events (QAEVENT). It repre-
sents each event trigger-argument structure of a
document as a set of question-answer pairs. For
example in Figure 1, we can ask questions regard-
ing the event triggered by “distribution”, such as
“who benefited from the distribution”, and whose
answer consists of one or multiple phrase spans in
the document (e.g. “Henry” and “Barry”). Enu-
merating all such QA pairs helps obtain a compre-
hensive set of attributes of the specific event. Our
paradigm QAEVENT provides several benefits, (1)
it neither relies on or is limited to a pre-defined set
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of argument roles, nor requires any curated schema
as in previous work; Nonetheless, the QA-based
arguments still cover almost all schema-based argu-
ments; (2) it enables the capture of more nuanced
and implicit attributes, such as “why” and “how”,
focusing solely on general roles, such as those in
FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2019). (3)
the annotation process is layman-friendly and cost-
effective, particularly for document-level data. The
generated QA pairs are of high quality evidenced
by strong agreement among annotators, and can be
easily reviewed and modified by data collectors.

We introduce a method for efficiently and scal-
ably collecting comprehensive, high-quality event
QA pairs. We crowd-sourced annotators(e.g.
STEM students) without linguistic backgrounds.
For each event (represented by one trigger), we
ask the annotator to ask questions about as many
event attributes as possible. The requirement is that
(1) the answer should be a phrase (i.e. a span) in
the document; and (2) follow a general template
designed to enhance speed and mutual agreement.

Through our QAEVENT paradigm and annota-
tion strategy, we quickly obtain QA pairs set with
high coverage and quality. Plus, the time cost is
much smaller as compared to previous work (Li
et al., 2021), especially considering our document-
level extraction setting. We elaborate on the crowd-
sourcing and the quality control process, next we
conduct a comprehensive analysis of the dataset
collected.

Finally, we benchmark different models on our
dataset. We first propose an information extrac-
tion (IE) pipeline and template-based question gen-
eration method; Further, we also benchmark the
large language model (LLMs) performance on this
complex task which requires a global understand-
ing of the document and instructions following.
Finally, introduce a multi-step prompting-based
framework including QA pair over generation and
self-examination for refinement. During the refine-
ment, QA pairs that are not consistent or do not
follow the template are filtered out. Through thor-
ough experiments, we demonstrate the advantages
of our approach in terms of both consistency and
performance.

2 Related Work on Semantic QA
Approaches

Using QA structures to represent semantic proposi-
tions has been proposed as a way to generate “soft"

annotations, where the resulting representation is
formulated using natural language, which is shown
to be more intuitive for untrained annotators (He
et al., 2015). This allows much faster and more
large-scale annotation processes (FitzGerald et al.,
2018) and when used in a more controlled crowd-
sourcing setup can produce high-coverage qual-
ity annotations for sentence-level tasks (Roit et al.,
2020; Pyatkin et al., 2020). Both QASRL (He et al.,
2015) and QAMR (Michael et al., 2018) collect a
set of QA pairs, each representing a single proposi-
tion, for a sentence. In QASRL, the main target is
a predicate, which is emphasized by replacing all
content words in the question besides the predicate
with a placeholder, and the answer constitutes a
span of the sentence. The annotation process itself
for QASRL is very controlled, by suggesting ques-
tions created with a finite-state automaton. QAMR,
on the other hand, allows us to freely ask all kinds
of questions about all types of content words in a
sentence. The approach taken in QAEVENT dif-
fers significantly from the works of Lu et al. (2023)
and Liu et al. (2020). They propose a template-
based question generation for improving event ex-
traction (under a prefined-schema paradigm) while
our work is the first to propose a new paradigm in
representing document-level events as QA pairs,
which allows higher coverage and annotation effi-
ciency. Based on our experiments, we also observe
that datasets annotated under QAEVENT paradigm
improve the event extraction in general.

3 Dataset Collection

We describe our annotation process in detail and
discuss the agreement between our QAEVENT an-
notations and the corresponding standard event ex-
traction annotations in WikiEvents (Li et al., 2021).

3.1 Annotation Design

We annotate the event structures with question-
answering pairs in the document. Each event struc-
ture is represented by one trigger word. Trigger
words for the events are a set of words which most
accurately describe the occurrence of the events.
These trigger words correspond to one event type
as listed in the schema of WikiEvents (Li et al.,
2021). For example, the word “distributed” trig-
gers the DISTRIBUTION event in Figure 1. Given a
document d and set of triggers T = {t1, ...ti}, the
annotators write a set of wh-questions that contain
one of the triggers ti whose answer is a continuous
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Document Argument Role Questions Answers

(1) She offers compelling, if circumstantial,
indications that Iraqi operatives helped to
plot, prepare and execute murderous attacks
in Oklahoma City (and perhaps against other
targets in the United States) [...]

PLACE (a) Where were the attacks carried out? Oklahoma City
ATTACKER (b) Who helped to plot, prepare and execute

the attacks?
Iraqi operatives

(2) Maduro has jailed and sidelined many
opposition activists, regularly accusing them
of plotting to overthrow him [...]

DETAINEE (a) Who has been jailed? opposition activists
(b) Why were they jailed? plotting to overthrow Maduro

JAILER (c) Who jailed them? Maduro

(3) In a country where 98% of crime goes
unpunished, government sleuths resolve this
kind of case in a matter of hours [...]

PLACE (a) Which country has 98% of crime go un-
punished?

Venezuela

(b) Which crimes are solved quickly? alleged assassination
(c) What percent of crime goes unpunished in
the country?

98

(4) Pérez was killed in a shootout
six months later[...]

(a) When did the shootout with Oscar Perez
happen?

six months later

(b) Where did the shootout with Oscar Perez
happen?

Caracas

(5) Ms. Davis has also found witnesses
who say McVeigh and his convicted
co-conspirator, Terry Nichols, had consorted
with former Iraqi soldiers [...]

PARTICIPANT (a) Who consorted with former Iraqi soldiers? McVeigh and his convicted co-conspirator,
Terry Nichols

(b) With whom did the former Iraqi soldiers
consort?

a Palestinian

ARTIFACT

(6) Venezuela’s president,
Nicolás Maduro, has survived an apparent
and – if true – audacious assassination
attempt when, according to official
reports, drones loaded with explosives
flew towards the president while he
was speaking at a military parade in Caracas [...]

COMMUNICATOR (a) Who was speaking when the assassination
attempt occurred?

the president, Nicols Maduro

PLACE (b) Where was the president speaking? at a military parade in Caracas

(7) In each of these cases, there is reason
to believe that Saddam Hussein and his
minions played some role in
the murder of Americans [...]

TARGET (a) Who was murdered? Americans
ATTACKER (b) Who is accused of playing a role in the

murder?
Saddam Hussein and his minions

(8) He will use it to concentrate power,
whoever did this David Smilde Fire fighters
interviewed by the Associated Press claimed
that the bangs heard were caused by a
gas tank explosion in a nearby apartment [...]

PARTICIPANT (a) Who was interviewed? Firefighters
PLACE (b) Where did the explosion occur? in a nearby apartment
PARTICIPANT (c) Who interviewed the firefighters? Associated Press

(d) Who backed up the firefighters? Local Press

Table 1: Examples of question answer pairs capturing various WikiEvents argument roles, which are annotated with
based on the highlighted trigger word and the document. QAEVENT align well with the schema, and meanwhile
capture more comprehensive aspects of event arguments.

span in d.
However, questions can have multiple answer

spans. An example is “What was Mr. Dash ex-
pected to have” whose answer can be “kindness,
confidence”. We have additional guidelines that
ensure answers are from d. Appendix A discusses
the answer guidelines in further detail. To speed up
annotation and increase agreement between anno-
tators, we used the question template as suggested
in (He et al., 2015). The template is given in Ap-
pendix A and Table 9 shows two examples of fram-
ing the question. Based on our preliminary study,
the template is sufficient to cover most of the event
argument questions (>90%).

3.2 Data Preparation and Annotation

We annotate a total of 154 documents which com-
prise many different events from the WikiEvents
dataset (Li et al., 2021). The articles are extracted
across various domains (e.g. transactions and dis-

ease outbreaks) that pose different degrees of chal-
lenges. We follow their training, validation, and
test splits. Each document contains a set of trig-
gers for which annotators wrote a set of questions
and answers. The statistics for the final dataset are
shown in Table 2.

3.3 Annotation Process

We set up a crowd-sourcing job on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk to obtain QA pairs. To help the an-
notators, we provide some bootstrap QA pairs gen-
erated using GPT-4 which is used in many down-
stream NLP tasks (Liu et al., 2023). Though GPT-4
questions are prone to many problems such as low
coverage and inaccuracy, they act as a good refer-
ence point to the annotators. Figure 6 in Appendix
B shows the Amazon Mechanical Turk interface
which we used to collect the QA pairs. It can be
seen that we have a set of triggers T and questions
are created by following the template for each of
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Datasplit Documents Sentences Event
(triggers)

QA pairs
(arguments)

Train 130 3586 1319 2117
Validation 12 320 199 223
Test 12 251 110 132
Overall 154 4157 1628 2472

Table 2: Summary of Data Statistics. QA pairs are
annotated by our annotators.

the triggers (highlighted).
Our annotators were initially asked to take a

qualification test involving five documents, as part
of the screening process. They were instructed to
read specific guidelines and generate QA pairs for
these documents (averaging 21 minutes per docu-
ment). Post-qualification annotation, we manually
reviewed all the QA pairs, especially those whose
answers were direct document quotes, against the
criteria in Appendix A. Unlike WikiEvents, where
candidates undergo over three rounds of tests and
require a meta-annotator to filter out poor annota-
tions, our process involved only one round of quali-
fication, with most annotators passing successfully.

The WikiEvents annotation team consisted of
Ph.D. students and Linguistic Data Consortium
(2005) employed linguists. In contrast, QAEVENT

paradigm did not require such expertise. We hired
undergraduate and senior K-12 students with non-
CS backgrounds, which still proved effective. It
took an average of 16 minutes and 22 seconds to
annotate a document under QAEVENT paradigm,
compared to 30 minutes for WikiEvents. In the
training set, each document yielded an average of
1.6 QA pairs, with 1.12 and 1.2 pairs for the valida-
tion and test sets, respectively. The cost for our an-
notation is 21.5 cents per trigger, averaging 34.511
cents for the training set, 26.572 cents for the vali-
dation set, and 28.471 cents for the test set. Anno-
tators were paid above minimum wage. Our survey
of annotators revealed that over 80% found QA
pair annotation significantly easier and more natu-
ral than navigating long documents of pre-defined
schema, aligning with findings from QASRL (He
et al., 2015), indicating that pre-defined schema-
based annotations are more effort-intensive.

3.4 Inter-Annotator Agreement

To judge the reliability of the data, we calculate
inter-annotator agreement on a subset of the anno-
tated dataset of five documents. Five annotators
write the question-answer pairs after passing the
qualification test. This calculation becomes more

difficult since a particular question for an event
trigger can be phrased in many ways. On the other
hand, the answer spans generally remain highly
overlapping for a particular type of question. For
example, for a trigger word custody one annota-
tor asks the question “Who remains in custody?”
while another annotator asks the question “Who is
in custody?”; however, the answer span coincides
heavily.

To calculate the agreement, for each event, we
consider two QA pairs (arguments) to be the same
if they have the same Wh-word and have an over-
lapping answer span. A QA pair is considered to
be agreed upon if at least two annotators agree on
the pair (He et al., 2015). We calculate the aver-
age number of QA pairs per trigger ti and also
keep track of the average number of QA pairs
agreed. We follow the evaluation method in He
et al. (2015) to use the maximal intersection over
union (IOU) score at a token level since we require
annotators to annotate QA-grounded context (using
direct quotes/spans from documents). Our evalua-
tion is nearly as fast and accurate as the evaluation
in the traditional paradigm which is seen from the
manual analysis. This evaluation allows more flex-
ibility as compared to an exact match which can
be strict and inaccurate. Furthermore, as supported
by the works of (He et al., 2015; Michael et al.,
2018; Pyatkin et al., 2020) and QAEVENT higher
coverage and annotation efficiency are more impor-
tant aspects to make the system more generalizable.
Figure 2 shows how the average number of QA
pairs and agreed QA pairs increases as the number
of annotators increases. It shows that after five an-
notators the number starts to asymptote. We also
find that one annotator finds around 60% of agreed
QA pairs that are found by five annotators. This im-
plies that a high recall can be achieved if we want
to improve the process further. In the future, we can
have annotators answer others’ questions instead
of making their own pairs. We also calculate the
IAA Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ) (Cohen, 1960).
We find that κ = 0.5916 which demonstrates that
annotations under QAEVENT paradigm achieve
moderate to substantial agreement.

4 Dataset Analysis

In this section, we show that QAEVENT has high
coverage of event arguments and uses a rich vo-
cabulary to label fine-grained and nuanced event
attributes.
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Figure 2: Inter-annotator agreement on five documents
containing 50 events. A QA pair is considered agreed if
it’s written by two or more annotators.

Figure 3: Co-occurrence of Wh-word in QAEVENT
annotations and WikiEvents argument.

4.1 Compare the QAEVENT Coverage of
Event Arguments with WikiEvents

The recall and heatmap, together, imply that anno-
tations made by crowdsourcing can contain much
of the information made by experts and are easily
understandable too.

Table 1 shows the comparisons between exam-
ples from QAEVENT and originally fixed schema
WikiEvents examples (Li et al., 2021). Our anno-
tation mechanism captures different information
from WikiEvents schema, however, we can find
a lot of similarities between the two. To measure
this, we try to find the overlap between the an-
swers in our generated QA pair arguments, and the
WikiEvents arguments provided.

During the manual evaluation of documents, the

precision was found to be 48.72%, recall 82.61%,
and F1 score 61.29%. Precision measures the pro-
portion of question-answer (QA) pairs matching
a WikiEvents argument, while recall reflects the
coverage of WikiEvents arguments by QA pairs. In
automatic evaluation, precision reached 51.62%,
recall 78.01%, and F1 score 62.13%. This method
considers a WikiEvents argument as overlapping
if it shares any word with the answer span. High
recall indicates comprehensive coverage of roles,
and precision around 50% suggests the inclusion
of question-answers without corresponding roles.
The approach also captures nuanced aspects, like
reasons (“Wh”) not covered in the WikiEvents
schema. For instance, example (2b) in Table 1
demonstrates the ability to represent reasons be-
hind trigger words, a pattern observed in five out
of eight examples in the table, indicating a richer
event representation.

A decrease in recall was observed, attributed
to errors in annotator inputs and their tendency to
omit triggers that are highly overlapping. For in-
stance, if a trigger word like ‘attack’ appears in a
sentence in two different forms, annotators might
skip one of them. However, this might not be en-
tirely negative, as it offers opportunities to research
optimizing the number of triggers for an ideal set
of question-answer (QA) pairs. The observed pre-
cision suggests that QA-based annotation provides
more informative results compared to WikiEvents
arguments.

Figure 3 shows a heatmap based on the Top 15
WikiEvents argument roles which correspond with
the QAEVENT Wh-word. The heatmap analysis
clearly shows that the Wh-word “Who” correlates
with personal-level roles like VICTIM, PARTICI-
PANT, and DEFENDANT. Similarly, “Where” is
predominantly associated with locative roles such
as PLACE, DESTINATION, and TARGET. The Wh-
word “What” is frequently used to identify causes,
as evidenced by its association with roles like AR-
TIFACT and EXPLOSIVE DEVICE in the heatmap.
These logical and unsurprising correlations rein-
force the effectiveness of our annotations in creat-
ing more understandable annotations.

4.2 Vocabulary

There is no limitation on the vocabulary to be used
by the annotators. This leads to many words which
are not present in the corresponding document but
occur in question. For example the question “Who
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thwarted the attack?” contains the word “thwarted”
which was not present in the document. This is
mostly because annotators interchangeably use syn-
onyms. We also analyzed the frequency of the
words which followed the Wh-word. Figure 4
shows a word cloud representing words that imme-
diately follow Wh-word. The left cloud represents
words following “Who”, “Whom” and “How” and
the right cloud represents words following “What”,
“When”, “Where”, and “Why”.

“How” is often associated with quantity and thus
we observe in the left word cloud that “many” ap-
pears as one of the most frequent words. “Who”
and “Whom” are generally related to a person
which explains the occurrence of words such as
“killed”, “died” etc. Similarly, we observe in the
right word cloud that the most frequent words after
“What”, “When”, “Where”, and “Why” show that
these Wh-words are followed by words that are
related to reason and location. The results are in
lieu with the observation of previous studies that
mention “When” and “Where” to be associated
with temporal and spatial entities (He et al., 2015;
Michael et al., 2018). “What” is often associated
with reason and it can be seen in the word cloud
that words such as “caused” and “happened” occur
frequently.

5 Question Answer Pair Generation

In this Section, we present the various Question
Answer Pair Generation (QAG) methods. For-
mally, given a document D, for every trigger ti
in D, we aim to generate Question Answer Pairs
{(Q1, A1), ...(Qj , Aj)} to annotate arguments of
triggers ti, where each QA pair represents one argu-
ment of the event. Aj is supposed to be the answer
corresponding to Qj .

5.1 Methods

Rule-based Question Generation The general
idea is that we first apply an event extraction (EE)
system to obtain the arguments of the trigger word.
Then treat the argument as the answer and generate
its corresponding question.

We first create a mapping f : ri → Wh*
between the WikiEvents argument roles and the
set of Wh-words based on its detailed schema2.
Then for question generation, we first apply the
Gen-IE system (Li et al., 2021) which applies

2https://github.com/raspberryice/
gen-arg/blob/main/event_role_KAIROS.json

BART model (Lewis et al., 2019) for extracting
the event arguments under the WikiEvents schema.
For each WikiEvents argument role r (e.g. AT-
TACKER, PLACE), we have extracted arguments as
A1, ..., An. Then we treat each argument Ai as the
answer span, map from its role r to a Wh-word,
and generate the question based on the Wh-word
and the trigger t following the template in Section
3.1. For example, if the extracted argument is “Mr.
Dash” and “estate”, and the trigger is “distributed”,
we can generate the QA pair as (“who distributed
the estate?”, “Mr. Dash”).

Prompting-based Question Generation We
also investigate prompting large language mod-
els (LLMs) for generating QA pairs. The gen-
eral prompt we use is illustrated in Table 3. The
prompt P consists of several messages that enable
the LLM model to generate QA pairs. We initially
ask the model to help generate questions and an-
swers which is considered as M1; M2 consists of
the main instruction which helps the LLM to follow
our guidelines to generate QA Pair. We also set
the specific requirements for avoiding multi-hop
questions; M3 consists of a sample document fol-
lowed by a set of QA pairs (a demonstration); The
last message M4 corresponds to the actual input
which is the document followed by the event trig-
ger in consideration. In our study on the training
set, LLM generates many QA pairs that are not
controllable and far beyond our requirements, we
restrict the number of pairs to five by adding this
constraint in P .

The general prompt is used for our baseline Q-
First (ChatGPT) by default. To investigate the in-
fluence of answer span to question when generation
the QA pair, we also propose A-First (ChatGPT).
Intuitively the model first extracts potential answer
spans and asks questions based on it (similar to the
rule-based method above). In terms of prompt, this
method mainly differs from a question-first-based
prompt in the fact that we force the LLM to gen-
erate the answer first followed by the question. In
M2 prompt it to “generate answer question pairs”,
and change the order of question and answer in
the demonstration. Our Q-First (GPT-4) uses a
prompt similar to Q-First (ChatGPT). Q-First (GPT-
4) uses GPT-4 for query processing and it has been
established to be more suited to follow detailed and
complex instructions (Takagi et al., 2023). In our
trials, we find that GPT-4 tends to generate even
more complicated questions, so in the demonstra-
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Figure 4: Words which appear after Wh-word. The left word cloud shows the words that appear after Who, Whom
& How; The Right shows the words that appear after What, When, Where & Why.

[System (M1)] You help provide questions and answers to annotate passages
[User (M2)] {Prompt: "You are an assistant that reads through a passage and provides
all possible question and answer pairs to the bolded word. The bolded word is the event
trigger, and the questions will help ascertain facts about the event. The questions
must be in this template:wh* verb subject trigger object1 preposition object2 Wh* is a
question word that starts with wh (i.e. who, what, when, where). The subject performs
the action. The object is the person, place, or thing being acted upon by the subjectś
verb. A preposition is a word or group of words used before a noun, pronoun, or noun
phrase to show direction, time, place, location, spatial relationships, or to introduce
an object. Answers MUST be direct quotes from the passage. Do not ask any inference
questions.Please make sure to provide an answer for every question and limit the maximum
number of question answer pair to 5"}
[User (M3)] {"This is a demonstration of what I want {demonstration}"}
[User (M4)] {Here is the passage: {passage}. The trigger is: {trigger}’}

Table 3: Discussion template for a user to prompt ChatGPT model to generate question and answer pairs.

tion, we provide more representative single-hop
questions for each trigger.

5.2 Experiments
Metrics and Setups We report recall, precision,
and F1 scores based on the matching between our
generated questions and gold questions. By match-
ing we use maximal intersection over union (IOU),
a QA pair is aligned with another pair that IOU
>= threshold on a token-level, we report results
using two thresholds which are 0.5 and 0.4 (Py-
atkin et al., 2020). The recall is the proportion
of gold questions that are matched by any of the
generated questions; the precision is the proportion
of generated questions that can match any of the
gold questions. Recall is more important for our
task, because of the task’s nature of extracting more
comprehensive arguments of the events.

We also see the performance variation based on
the context provided as the input to various models.
We consider two settings: (1) Under Entire Docu-
ment Context and (2) Under Sentence level context.
For the sentence-level context, we calculate the
metrics if and only if the answers lie within the
context. This helps us to understand how questions
generated for the entire context (document Level)

Prec Recall F1

IOU>0.5

Rule_Based 0.23 0.17 0.19
Q-first (ChatGPT) 0.06 0.10 0.07
A-first (ChatGPT) 0.08 0.14 0.10
Q-first (GPT-4) 0.20 0.39 0.26

IOU>0.4

Rule_Based 0.37 0.27 0.31
Q-first (ChatGPT) 0.11 0.18 0.13
A-first (ChatGPT) 0.15 0.27 0.20
Q-first (GPT-4) 0.27 0.52 0.36

Table 4: QG performance within the document-level
context. Performance is substantially lower than the
sentence-level performance (Table 5), demonstrating
our task setting is more challenging than prior work.

are beneficial to annotating the document.

Results We discuss the performance of all the
baseline models across the two settings: (1)
Document-level Context: The top part of Table 4
shows the results for IOU with a threshold of 0.5
with the document-level context. We get the maxi-
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Prec Recall F1

IOU>0.5

Rule_Based 0.23 0.44 0.30
Q-first (ChatGPT) 0.06 0.05 0.06
A-first (ChatGPT) 0.12 0.23 0.16
Q-first (GPT-4) 0.28 0.85 0.42

IOU>0.4

Rule_Based 0.40 0.77 0.53
Q-first (ChatGPT) 0.10 0.08 0.09
A-first (ChatGPT) 0.27 0.51 0.36
Q-first (GPT-4) 0.35 1.00 0.52

Table 5: QG performance under the within sentence-
level context.

mum recall for GPT-4 based baseline which is ex-
pected since GPT-4 understands multi-step instruc-
tions better than other baselines. Good precision
is also seen for rule based method because these
questions are shorter and often include phrases in
golden questions which are generated based on the
template. The bottom part of Table 4 shows the
results for IOU-0.4. Relaxing the threshold level in-
creases the number of matches (resulting in higher
precision and recall). A similar trend is seen in
terms of recall being highest for the GPT4-based
baseline. In general, an interesting result is that
A-first-based prompts result in a recall higher than
Q-first-based prompts. We believe this is because
we constrain our guidelines more so that an answer
is phrased such that it keeps the question some-
what similar to the set of golden questions. On
the other hand apart from Wh-word and trigger no
other field has a restricted domain of words. (2)
Sentence-level Context: We also inspect the qual-
ity of questions based on a sentence-level context.
In this setting, we only consider the set of gener-
ated questions and golden questions whose answers
are within one sentence containing the trigger word.
The results all grow significantly, proving the lower
difficulty of the sentence-level task (i.e. as in previ-
ous work of QA-SRL, QAMR, and QADisourse).
At IOU-0.5, we see an increment in the recall for
all the baselines as compared to the document-level
setting. This happens due to the fact a restricted
set of generated and golden questions (within one
sentence) results in more overlaps among the ques-
tions. A substantial improvement is seen for the
recall of GPT-4 baseline ascertaining the fact that

GPT-4 can follow the prompt instructions better as
compared to other baselines. For IOU-0.4, relaxing
the IOU threshold level results in an increase in
both precision and recall for all the models. At
this level, GPT-4 generates all the golden questions.
Rule-based baseline has more substantial improve-
ments as compared to ChatGPT-based models. We
speculate this happens because rule-based genera-
tion gives us shorter-length questions with a high
possibility of the word occurring in the context.

6 Answer Identification (based on Golden
Questions)

6.1 Methods

We design a QA system also with LLM. More
specifically, ChatGPT generates the answers for
each golden question in the test set. Table 10 in
the Appendix C shows the prompt that we use to
generate the answer based on the question. Basi-
cally, given the input, we design the prompt such
that it enables LLM to frame an answer based on
the messages in it. In the system message M1, we
initially instruct the system, to give us one answer
based on the context. M2 is the main instruction to
the LLM model in that we specify the constraints
on the answer generated. After manual inspection
of several generated answers, we also provide the
span of answers and the format of the output. After
this message, we add a demonstration M3.

6.2 Experiments

Metrics and Setups For evaluating the quality
of answer identification (question answering) meth-
ods, we report precision, recall, F1, and exact
match (EM) based on the metric calculation in
(Yang et al., 2018)

Precision Recall F1 EM

ChatGPT 0.45 0.70 0.50 0.24
ChatGPT w/ demo. 0.47 0.62 0.49 0.27

Table 6: Results of Answer Identification.

Results Table 6 presents the results of the ex-
periments for answer identification. LLM with
Demo enables in-context learning (Dong et al.,
2023) which is a paradigm where the LLM gen-
erates the results based on context and a small set
of examples.

We observe that LLM with a demo achieves a
higher recall as compared to LLM without a demo.
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This indicates that a higher proportion of the an-
swers generated by LLM with the demo is similar
to the golden set. However, LLM without a demo
has a higher precision because a higher proportion
of golden answers are similar to answers generated
by LLM.

LLM without demo also achieves a higher exact
match as compared to LLM with demo, but this
does not confirm that the answer generated by LLM
with demo is wrong. For example, If the question
is "Who is accused of playing a role in the mur-
der?" and the answer generated by the LLM with
the demo is "Hussein and his minions" whereas
the golden answer is "Saddam Hussein and his
minions", EM metric will return 0.

7 Event Extraction Performance

This section discusses the benefits of QAEVENT

dataset on improving the Event Extraction task per-
formance.

7.1 Methods
We compare the performance of QAEVENT dataset
and WikiEvents dataset by training two models
T5-small and T5-large (Raffel et al., 2023). To
get a comparative analysis, we train the models
on QAEVENT dataset, WikiEvents dataset, and a
combination of both datasets. We also train the
T5-large model on a 10% subset of the dataset to
compare the event extraction performance in a low
resource setting.

7.2 Experiments
Metrics and Setups We use a similar evaluation
mechanism as used in QA pair generation and an-
swer identification. We report the precision, recall,
and F1 of the models based on the metric calcula-
tion of (Yang et al., 2018).

Precision Recall F1

T5-small

Trained on WikiEvent 0.353 0.275 0.301
Trained on QAEvent 0.409 0.329 0.355
Trained on WikiEvent + QAEvent 0.417 0.333 0.362

T5-large

Trained on WikiEvent 0.347 0.308 0.321
Trained on QAEvent 0.465 0.402 0.422
Trained on WikiEvent + QAEvent 0.395 0.378 0.381

Table 7: Comparison of Event Extraction Performance
under QAEVENT and WikiEvents paradigm.

Results Table 7 shows that for both T5-small and
T5-large, training on QAEVENT yielded a better

results as compared to WikiEventsȦ substantial
increase of 5% on the F1 score was observed for
T5-small and this improved to 10% while using
the T5-large model. Moreover, the results after aug-
menting QAEVENT and WikiEvents datasets were
only slightly better in performance when using T5-
small (1%). This was observed in various settings
shown in Table 7. We also like to point out that
training T5-large on QAEVENT yielded better re-
sults compared to both WikiEvents and Augmented
dataset. This shows that it is more beneficial to use
the QAEVENT dataset.

Precision Recall F1

T5-large (10% data)

Trained on WikiEvent 0.387 0.278 0.312
Trained on QAEvent 0.418 0.326 0.355
Trained on WikiEvent + QAEvent 0.422 0.357 0.377

Table 8: Comparison of Event Extraction Performance
under QAEVENT and WikiEvents paradigm under 10%
data.

Table 8 further corroborates our observations
where we achieve better results compared to
WikiEvents and slightly poor performance as com-
pared to the Augmented dataset. We see an increase
of 4% from WikiEvents and this increases to 6.7%
when using an Augmented dataset. However, the
performance of QAEVENT under this setting had
a 2% decrease in F1 score compared to the model
trained on the Augmented dataset However, it still
suggests that using QAEVENT paradigm improves
the event extraction task.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we show that document-level events
can be represented using QA pairs. This repre-
sentation results in scalable and fast annotations
from crowd-sourcing. We presented a set of guide-
lines that can be used to collect event QA pairs
and conducted crowd-sourcing for collecting a
QAEVENT corpus. We found that: (1) annota-
tion is more efficient under our paradigm, it takes
a much shorter time as compared to the original
WikiEvents annotation; (2) our annotations align
well with WikiEvents event arguments, and in ad-
dition, cover more nuanced and fine-grained argu-
ments/attributes. Finally, we establish both rule-
based and LLM-based baselines on our benchmark.
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Limitations

The current QAEVENT based annotation has good
coverage and can be used to annotate passages
quickly and efficiently. However, we observe that
sometimes the annotations do not cover certain
WikiEvents argument roles. Ex(5) in Table 1 rep-
resents one such scenario. In this case, we do not
have a QA pair for this role. Further investigation
is required to understand this behavior.

Based on the currently proposed methods for
question generation we generate a set of questions
and answers based on template-based mapping
which sometimes results in grammatically incorrect
answers. For example- based on the trigger word
"speaking" and the WikiEvents role to be an arti-
fact then the rule-based question generation will re-
sult in "What speaking?" Future work will involve
adding some kind of pruning mechanism to both
restrict the number of questions and generate gram-
matically correct ones. The current prompts gener-
ate questions and answers that have a good recall,
however, it is observed that LLM-based models
generate QA Pairs that do not follow the guidelines
or are inference-based.
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A Full annotation guidelines given to workers

Instructions: An Event is a specific occurrence involving participants. Please read through the document
and provide all possible question-and-answer (QA) pairs about the event triggered by the bolded word (i.e.
event trigger) from the entire document. Our goal is to describe the event with a comprehensive list of QA
pairs. Every event has a related set of arguments that describe the participants/facts and attributes (e.g.
event-specific and general ones like TIME) about the event. Each event argument should be treated as an
answer that awaits a corresponding question. If an argument (entity or value which is a continuous span in
the document) can be reasonably interpreted as part of an event, then it is an event argument.

Specifically

• The questions: Must be in this template below which consists of seven fields: Wh* verb subject
trigger object preposition object.

– Wh* is a question word that starts with wh (i.e. who, what, when, where, why, how, how much).
– The subject performs the action.
– The object is the person, place, or thing being acted upon by the subject’s verb.
– A preposition is a word or group of words used before a noun, pronoun, or noun phrase to show

direction, time, place, location, or spatial relationships, or to introduce an object (e.g. from,
between, in front of).

– Other than those that are bolded, not every field of the template must be included in the question.
– Two example question following our template is shown in Table 9

Wh* verb subject trigger obj prep obj

who injured Terry Duffield

who is charged in the court case

Table 9: Example Question following our template

• The corresponding answers:

– Should not require inference to answer (i.e. should not require multi-hop or logical reasoning).
– Must be direct quotes (i.e. continuous spans, no paraphrasing) from the document.
– Should be the most informative mention throughout the document and accurate

B Interface for Annotation Task

Refer to Figure 6.

C Answer Identification Prompt

Refer to Table 10.

[System (M1)] You help provide one answer of length not more than len(answer) to the
question based on context
[User (M2)] {Prompt: "You are an assistant that reads through a passage and provides
the answer based on passage and trigger. The bolded word is the event trigger. Answers
MUST be direct quotes from the passage. Make sure to generate the answers based on the
context, the trigger and corresponding question.In a new line, output the answer. Do not
output anything else other than the answer in this last line."}
[User (M3)] {"This is a demo of what I want demo"}
[User(M4)] {Context: passage Trigger: trigger Question: question Answer: }

Table 10: Discussion template for a User to query GPT 3.5 Turbo model to generate answer
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Figure 5: Annotation Guidelines.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the Crowdsourcing User Interface.
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